From Basic Safety
to End-to-End
Risk Management
Five steps to help transform your program and reduce driver risk

Introduction
A solid fleet safety program is organized
and clearly defined with an action plan that
details safety responsibilities and strategies
to reduce risk. If your organization already has
a solid fleet safety program in place, it’s likely that
you have a good understanding of the risks your
drivers face and how these risks can be reduced.

If your organization already has a safety program
in place, you might be thinking you’re doing
everything you can to manage risk, and yet, you
might be wondering why your program isn’t
delivering the results you had expected.
This eBook’s five steps explain how an existing
fleet safety program can be IMPROVED to help
your organization achieve a greater reduction
in collisions, injuries, license violations and Total
Cost of Ownership.

A risk management program, however, goes
further. It helps you to see an even broader,
more comprehensive view of the risks facing your
drivers AND helps to proactively reduce these
risks and sustain levels of risk reduction over time.
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Safety
Culture
If a driver safety program is not part of a wider
safety culture, it’s less likely to make a difference.
Establishing and maintaining a safety culture
involves defining, communicating and reinforcing
non-negotiable policies and standards designed
to keep drivers (and the wider community) safe
while employees are driving for work purposes.
It also involves providing training to those that
need it.

Driver privacy is an important factor; in fact,
privacy is often a driver’s biggest concern when a
safety program is introduced. As such, a driver’s
right to privacy is an important consideration.
Other important steps include an ongoing
communication plan, training for managers and
– crucially – the demonstrable commitment of
leadership.
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A safety culture goes beyond the minimum legal requirements by, for example, not just offering training once
to risky drivers, but by actually helping to change behavior underlying the risky actions behind the wheel.
Companies with a comprehensive safety culture may also extend a driver safety program to include other
authorized drivers of company vehicles, such as family members.

A solid safety culture within a risk
management program:
yy establishes executive
leadership commitment to
safety as a top corporate
priority;
yy incorporates company/fleet
safety policy and establishes
personal accountability with a
driver pledge;
yy includes detailed fleet policies
and standards.
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Risk
Assessment

A risk management program that includes a predictive,
independently-validated risk assessment can help your
organization better understand and predict the likelihood
of a driver being involved in a collision. Data inputs to

While most fleet safety programs
include some level of driver risk
assessment, these instruments

development of a comprehensive risk profile may include
driver history, crash data, trip data, vehicle information, and
assessments of driver attitudes, behavior and defensive
driving best practices.

don’t always provide the most

Motor Vehicle Record (MVR) point-in-time checks and

detailed picture of risk.

over time and promptly identify violations in need of

ongoing license monitoring help you to manage risk levels
intervention and remediation.
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Integrated Data
Collection & Analysis
A well-established fleet safety program will
incorporate data from multiple sources. But it can
be time consuming and more difficult to identify
organizational risk levels, driver patterns and
trends if the information is segregated.

Integrating multiple sources of fleet driver
performance data into a single system with
an easy-to-use manager dashboard and tools
provides you with an unprecedented view of total
risk across your organization. It can also help you
to deliver timely and relevant analytics to fleet
managers and senior business executives.
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In a risk management program, data sources
should include:
yy Risk assessment results
yy License Checking/MVR output
yy Collision/Incident reports
yy Telematics behavior data
yy CSA data (commercial fleets)
yy Additional or custom data “universes”
Having a unified view of fleet driver
performance as part of a holistic risk
management program helps you to rank
drivers so you can execute a high-risk
response plan for those deemed most at-risk.
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Training
Fleet safety programs sometimes help
organizations to identify training needs; for
example, your incident/ collision data might
indicate that a particular driver has an issue with
speed or hazard awareness, and that driver might
be assigned contextual training to address his/her
weaker areas.

But fleet managers can improve efficiency, reduce
costs and address problem areas more quickly
by adopting a risk management program that
includes (vs. revolves around) driver training.
Interactive training modules that incorporate
gamification and are delivered directly to the
driver routinely or as a result of their identified
skill or attitude gaps help to improve driver
behavior behind the wheel and maintain driver
engagement in your corporate safety mission.
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In a risk management program, training should be:
yy Automatically assigned to drivers based
on performance and/or attitude gaps

yy Monitored by managers to ensure completion
yy Easy to access on phone, tablet or computer

yy Interactive, engaging, motivating
yy Delivered in short, 3-5-minute modules
(micro training)
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Benchmarking
A safety program may lose momentum after
“checking the box” and completing certain phases,
such as training. Yet, the only way to tell how your
safety program is performing is to monitor key
metrics.

Scorecards that provide benchmarking at
industry, organization and country/division levels
help calibrate results and identify areas requiring
attention.

A comprehensive fleet risk management program
should incorporate monthly, quarterly, and
annual analytics including lagging indicators, such
as collisions, incidents, and license violations
(standalone and per million miles driven).
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Let’s recap.
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The
steps

Safety Culture

Risk Assessment

These are the five game-changing steps
to evolving your safety program into a
comprehensive risk management program
that achieves sustainable results. Focus
on implementing or augmenting these
practices and you’ll be on your way to
attaining a greater reduction in collisions,
injuries, license violations and Total Cost of
Ownership.

Integrated Data Collection & Analysis

Training

Benchmarking
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About
eDriving

eDriving helps organizations to reduce collisions,
injuries, license violations and Total Cost of Ownership
through a patented driver risk management program.
Mentor by eDriving’s comprehensive solution provides
actionable behavioral insights to help organizations
build a total view of driver risk within a company-wide
crash-free culture® to ensure that all drivers return
home safely to their loved ones at the end of each day.
eDriving is the driver risk management partner of choice
for many of the world’s largest organizations, supporting
over 1,000,000 drivers in 96 countries. Over the past 23
years, eDriving’s research-validated programs have been
recognized with 70+ client awards around the world.

For more information visit www.edriving.com.

Email
fleet@edriving.com

Call
US +1-855-999-9094
UK +44 800 808 5611

Visit
www.edriving.com

